Petri Net is an important tool to model discrete event system. In this paper, Hardware Description Language VHDL is used to implement C/E System, a subclass of Petri Net. Firstly, C/E System is used to model the problem. The model is then analyzed and controlled. Secondly, Petri Net control model is described by VHDL and the VHDL source file is generated. Finally, the VHDL code is compiled, simulated, fit design and downloaded to the Programmable Logic Device FPGA through EDA software MAX PLUSII. Hardware experiment is performed with GW48 CK. A sample C/E System for the philosopher dining problem is presented in the paper using the proposed method. Simulation wave and hardware experiment further verify the correctness of the method. The VHDL-based FPGA implementation method is of great significance to the design of parallel controller based on C/E System.
Introduction
Petri Net, an information flow model of net structure, was first presented by German mathematician Dr. Carl Adam Petri in his doctoral thesis entitled "Communication With Automata" in 1962. Petri Net theory [1] [2] [3] has developed quickly since then. Petri Net's application fields are expanding now. Petri Net not only has visual graph representation, but only has deep mathematics basis. It is not only a hierarchical structure model, but also can reflect dynamic performance. As an information flow model, Petri Net has powerful simulation ability. It is suitable to describe and analyze concurrent phenomenon. It has been applied in many fields, especially discrete event system [4] [5] . Using Petri Net to model discrete event system and using Petri Net software tool to analyze and verify system performance have been accepted widely. Ordinary Petri Net has been expanded. Many subclasses of Petri Net are achieved. Thus synchronous and concurrent digital system including data section and control unit can be described in these subclasses.
The important characteristic of EDA technology is that circuit and system designs use hardware description language. The method can make the designers design system structure and inner characteristic at higher abstract level. VHDL is very useful to describe asynchronous and concurrent system, so it can be connected with Petri Net model. VHDL has very powerful description capability and plentiful data types. It also has many hardware sentences, simulation sentences and library functions. It supports the high level simulation at early stage. It also supports the decomposition of large-scale design and the reuse of completed design. Using VHDL to design digital circuits has higher speed and shorter period. We can describe Petri Net model in hardware description language and implement it in programmable logic device. The method establishes the basis for the hardware implementation of Petri Net model [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
C/E System
Definition 1 A 4-tuple ∑=(B,E;F,C) is called Condition/Event system if it satisfies the following conditions [1] : • (B,E;F) is a simple directed net.
• C⊆ℜ(B) is the case classes of constellation. The constellation in C is called the case of ∑.
• ∀b∈B ∃c 1 c 2 ∈C b∈c 1 ∧b∉c 2 • ∀e∈E ∃c 1 c 2 ∈C c 1[ e>c 2 .
Condition/Event system is simplified as C/E system.
Implementation Method
Implementing Petri Net controller in programmable logic device has become an efficient way of the research on Petri Net hardware implementation. At present, many researchers from home and abroad are engaged in the aspect and get some achievements [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Petri Net can be described in ABEL Verilog and VHDL. Then the program is compiled, optimized, fit design and downloaded to the Programmable Logic Device using EDA software tools.
The basic implementation steps are as follows:
• Establishing Petri Net model of the system.
• Analyzing the Petri Net model in Petri Net software tool and establishing the model of supervisor controller.
• Confirming the input and output variables and selecting the corresponding FPGA/CPLD programmable logic device.
• According to the net topology, confirming the logic relationship between condition and event and describing the Petri Net model in VHDL.
• VHDL source program is compiled, optimized, fit design and downloaded to the Programmable Logic Device using EDA software tools, such as ispDesign EXPERT or MAX+plusII. Fig 1 shows the flow chart of C/E system hardware implementation. 
The Example of C/E System Hardware Implementation

The philosopher dining problem description
The philosopher dining problem was first presented and solved by E.W.Dijkstra. This problem has been a classic synchronous problem in operating system. Not only because of its practical importance, but also it is a representative of concurrent control problem. The problem is described as follows: There are four philosophers, Phil1 to Phil4, sitting at the table and the chopsticks b1 to b4 are placed between them, see Fig 2. Every philosopher has two states: thinking and dining. In order to dine, they need to use two chopsticks nearby. In the beginning, all the philosophers are thinking and the chopsticks are all on the table.
From Fig 2, resource sharing and conflict are very apparent. The problem is related to fairness, starvation-free and deadlock. And that the system has concurrent phenomenon. So this is the design of parallel controller.
Petri Net model of the system
The philosopher dining problem is a resource sharing problem. The four philosophers can't dine at the same time because there are only four chopsticks. If there isn't a good control strategy, philosophers can't dine orderly. Providing that, when a philosopher dines, he should hold the left chopstick first, and then hold the right chopstick. After dining, he should put down the left chopstick first, and then put down the right chopstick. After analyzing the Petri Net model, if every philosopher holds his left chopstick, the system will have deadlock. Fig 3 is the Petri Net model of the philosopher dining problem. It is a C/E system. Analysis and verification of the Petri Net model shows: the system hasn't deadlock and it is a fair net. 
VHDL description of Petri Net model
From Fig 3, there are resource competitions between T2 and T4, T4 and T6, T6 and T8, T8 and T2. That is to say, Phil1 competes with Phil2 for b2 chopstick. Phil2 competes with Phil3 for b3 chopstick. Phil3 competes with Phil4 for b4 chopstick. Phil1 competes with Phil4 for b1 chopstick. So x1, x2, x3 and x4 are imported as additional interpretation conditions of T2, T4, T6 and T8. The control strategy of solving resource competition is : x1&x2=0; x2&x3=0; x3&x4=0; x4&x1=0.
Thus we can make T2 and T6, T4 and T8, occur simultaneously. That is to say, Phil1 and Phil3 dine simultaneously or Phil2 and Phil4 dine simultaneously.
The main VHDL codes are as follows: library ieee; use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; use ieee.std_logic_arith.all; use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all; entity philosopher is port(x1,x2,x3,x4:in bit; reset,clock:in bit; y:out bit ); end; architecture a of philosopher is signal p1,np1,p2,np2,p3,np3,p4,np4,p5,np5,p6,np6:bit; signal p7,np7,p8,np8,b1, nb1,b2,nb2,b3,nb3,b4,nb4:bit; signal t1,t2,t3,t4,t5,t6,t7,t8:bit; begin …… --Dataflow description of transitions t1<=p1 and not b1 and not p2 and not b2; t2<=b1 and p2 and b2 and not p1 and x1 and not x2; t3<=p3 and not b2 and not p4 and not b3; t4<=b2 and p4 and b3 and not p3 and x2 and not x3; t5<=p5 and not b3 and not p6 and not b4; t6<=b3 and p6 and b4 and not p5 and x3 and not x4; t7<=p7 and not b4 and not p8 and not b1; t8<=b4 and p8 and b1 and not p7 and not x1 and x4; --Dataflow description of places np1<=t2 or (p1 and not t1); np2<=t1 or (p2 and not t2); np3<=t4 or (p3 and not t3); np4<=t3 or (p4 and not t4); np5<=t6 or (p5 and not t5); np6<=t5 or (p6 and not t6); np7<=t8 or (p7 and not t7); np8<=t7 or (p8 and not t8); nb1<=t1 or t7 or (b1 and not t2 and not t8); nb2<=t1 or t3 or (b2 and not t2 and not t4); nb3<=t3 or t5 or (b3 and not t4 and not t6); nb4<=t5 or t7 or (b4 and not t6 and not t8); y<=p1; end;
Simulation and hardware test
The program is compiled in MAX+plusII10.0. Fig 4 shows the simulation wave. From the wave, we can see: at 150.1ns, T2 and T6 occur simultaneously ( P1 and P5 are changed 1 simultaneously ). At 250.1ns, T1 and T5 occur simultaneously and the state is back to initial state. At350.1ns, T4 and T8 occur simultaneously ( P3 and P7 are changed 1 simultaneously ). At 450.1ns, T3 and T7 occur simultaneously and the state is back to initial state again.
Finally the downloaded file is programmed to Altera FPGA chip EPF10K10LC84-4 through EDA software. Hardware experiment is performed with GW48 CK. Simulation wave and hardware experiment further verify the correctness of the method. 
Conclusion
The VHDL-based FPGA implementation of C/E system makes us establish control model using C/E system and analyze the model using Petri Net software tool. Then Petri Net control model can be described in VHDL. The VHDL code is compiled, simulated, fit design and downloaded to FPGA through EDA software. Hardware experiment is performed with GW48 CK. The method provides an efficient way of the design of parallel controller. It can confirm the correctness and validity. Petri Net application in VLSI is not limited to the description and verification of the system. It can become circuit directly using hardware description language. The method is of great significance and it can provide an efficient way to the software/hardware co-design.
